ABSTRACT The sizes of PV power plants have grown in such a way that their effects on the power system can no longer be neglected. In order to address these issues, grid operators are forced to expand grid connection points, and a power flow analysis considering uncertain renewable generation is required. Thus, a modified probabilistic power flow (PPF) analysis for practical grid planning is suggested in this paper. The regularity and randomness of PV power are modeled by a Monte Carlo-based probabilistic model combining both k-means clustering and the kernel density estimation method. The certain cluster group is selected so as to reflect the severe PV generation scenario, and the chi-square test to represent the nth conservative network planning was suggested. In order to provide the power flow result more effectively, a mapping function of graphic representation based on a significant grid code violation is provided in an automatic PPF tool written by Python scripts. Following this procedure yields a reasonable network design for various renewable energy penetration levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the global push toward renewable and sustainable energy systems, power electronic converter-interfaced renewable energy generators are increasingly being integrated into the power system globally [1] . Moreover, the manufacturing costs of renewable energy generators have been significantly reduced over the past decade based on the advanced power electronic converter technology [2] . This change is stimulating investment into renewable energy resources with forces and incentives which have never been seen previously. In particular, due to the fundamental change of the legal framework in Korea, there have been mandatory targets for renewable energy shares set by the Korean government, and it has been mandated that 50GW of renewable energy resources have to be installed in the near future [3] . In certain situations and various kinds of point estimate methods are adopted to take the uncertainty in network parameters into account in the power flow calculations [4] , [7] - [10] . The two-point estimate [7] and four-point estimate method [4] have been considered to calculate the moments of a random quantity that is a function of one or several random variables. The methods overcome the difficulties associated with the lack of perfect knowledge of the probability functions of stochastic variables, since these functions are approximated using only their first few statistical moments. Even Harr [8] and Hong's [9] point estimate methods are both applicable to large scale power grids. In addition to the stochastic power flow computation, the PPF analysis based on the stochastic response surface method, which is suitable to small and medium size systems, has also been proposed [11] .
To date, Monte Carlo simulation yielding random output for the random input variables has been widely used for uncertain power system modeling, since the approximations of the analytical methods lead to incorrect results. For example, the multi-linearization methods [12] and fast Fourier transform methods [13] to reduce calculation time include several approximations that induce linearization inherent errors. A hybrid approach using cumulant and multiple integral methods to reduce computational burden has been proposed as well; however, it lacks accuracy [14] . Another methodology solving PPF with Gram-Charlier expansion theory has a convergence issue [15] , [16] . Considering the disadvantages of the various analytical methods, a tendency toward the methods not requiring changes in the non-linear equation is more, and this movement has become more active due to the advanced computing power.
In Monte Carlo simulation, the set of non-linear equations is considered to be a black box, and every effort is made to realize how the inputs should be fed into this box so as to obtain a desired precision using a minimum number of possible states [13] . However, the procedure for selecting the minimum number of states is not so simple. In order to address this issue, the probabilistic density models derived by the k-means clustering, Particle Swarm Optimization Clustering (PSOC) [17] , and kernel density estimation have been proposed [18] . These methods can easily manage the correlation between uncertain variables, and they provide a simple and fast calculation without requiring either modifications in the non-linear power flow equations or the application of complicated mathematical theories while maintaining a high level of accuracy. All possible states in Monte Carlobased probabilistic models are clustered into separate groups based on their similarity and evaluated by deterministic load flow to concisely represent the power system behavior instead of all states. Reference [17] uses the cluster data with the PSOC in which run time is further reduced while maintaining high accuracy. Reference [18] proposes a new probabilistic model by combining k-means clustering and kernel density estimation, and both the regularity and randomness of power are well captured and considered in PPF analysis. However, in this method, the severe cases are not considered in detail during the sampling procedure, and the calculation burden is no longer a major issue for grid operators that the suggested PPF analysis derived by [17] is meaningless for the practical grid planning stage. In the network planning stage, the most important consideration is to assume reasonable scenarios and to present how credible the proposed scenarios are. Therefore, in this paper, the nth hourly severe renewable generation case was included in each clustering group so as to reflect a high renewable energy penetration level. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: a) Grid operator uses an hourly probability model derived by a k-means clustering technique and kernel density estimation method in order to reflect the regularity and random characteristics of hourly PV generation. b) The elbow criteria which verifies the optimal number of cluster was applied for reliable data processing. c) The certain cluster group with chi-square test was derived for nth conservative grid planning. d) An automatic PPF analysis program has been developed, and it can be linked to the PSS R E (Power Transmission System Planning Software) for various stability analyses. e) An analysis tool also provides a mapping function of graphic symbolic representation for the voltage level based on the PPF based power flow results. Application of such data driven by the proposed PPF analysis method can provide higher certainty to the decision making of practical grid design. In order to perform detailed analysis, the probabilistic models of PV generations and load are given in Section II. The modified probabilistic power flow analysis is introduced in Section III. Simulation studies using the suggested PPF method in IEEE-39 bus standard system and Korean power system are discussed in Section IV.
II. THE PROBABILISTIC MODELS OF PV SYSTEM AND LOAD

A. STOCHASTIC MODELLING OF PV GENERATIONS USING KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION
First, historical daily curves of irradiance are converted into power [19] - [22] . If necessary, other factors such as temperature or humidity factors can be considered so as to achieve high accuracy. This can be expressed by:
where P denotes the output PV power vector, and b, t, h mean the input vectors of irradiance, temperature, and humidity, respectively. The f c is the linear equation for PV power calculation. This transformation is applied to 24 hours in order to obtain a day sample of PV power. And, the PV power samples at lth hour are classified by a k-means clustering technique to derive a representative case. Assuming that there are numerous data in the cluster group during lth hour, probability density analysis is required to capture the stochastic characteristics; thus, the samples of the stochastic data representing the randomness of power at lth hour are modeled by the nonparametric kernel density function. Let P 1 , P 2 , · · · P n VOLUME 7, 2019 denote n samples of PV power at lth hour belonging to the jth cluster; thus, probability density function f h (p) can be estimated as follows [24] , [25] :
where, J is the kernel function, which is a determinant of several types of kernel function and h is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. σ is the standard deviation of P and n is the sample size, respectively. Accordingly, the probability distributions for representatives can be acquired from the historical samples, and they provide hourly probability power data. The histogram has a disadvantage in that a discontinuity appears at the bin boundary and the probability density varies depending on the bin size; the kernel estimation method was used to overcome above issues. Data driven estimates of the probability density functions of these variables provide a useful means for posing as to the frequency distributions of the power variable. However, the univariate kernel function can only represent a probability at individual time points.
To avoid excessive demand of measured data and computation efforts, multivariate kernel density estimation [24] or copulas theory [25] has to be applied to configure the chronological probability model of PV power at multiple hours. Note that in practice, the purpose of the proposed PPF method is to combine with the renewable energy monitoring and control center, which is under development in Korea, we firstly aim to use the univariate measured data of individual renewable energy generators.
B. K-MEANS CLUSTERING FOR UNCERTAIN PV GENERATIONS
The k-means clustering algorithm was proposed by Mac Queen in 1967, and is a partition-based cluster analysis method [26] . It has higher efficiency and scalability and converges fast when dealing with large datasets. Given a set of N data points in real M -dimensional space, N M , and an integer c, the problem is to determine a set of c points in N M , called centroids, that will minimize the mean squared distance from each data point to its nearest centroid. Square error criterion for clustering can be mathematically written as follows:
where x ijl is a sample i of jth cluster, m j is the centroid of jth cluster, n is the number of samples, and k is the number of cluster centroids. Let the equation represent the ith day sample of power, the data represents the power at lth hour in ith day sample. In order to produce a representative case based on their data similarity, the proposed algorithm process for data grouping is described as follows: 1) Input n historical day sample records of irradiance from a specific site and converts irradiance to power.
If necessary, other factors such as temperature or humidity can be considered as well. 2) Set the number of clusters k and arbitrarily select the initial cluster centroids. 3) In order to verify the optimal number of clusters, the elbow criteria, which looks at the percentage of variance explained as a function of the number of clusters, is used [28] . If one plots the percentage of variance explained by the clusters against the number of clusters, the first clusters will show a lot of variance, but at some point, the marginal gain will drop, leading to an angle in the graph. Check the elbow criterion for cluster data correctness. 4) Calculate the Euclidean distance between the ith data and jth cluster centroid, then assign each object to the nearest cluster. 5) Calculate the mean of objects in each cluster as the new cluster centroids. 6) Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centroids. 7) If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat steps 4) through 6). One of the most popular heuristics for solving the k-means problem is based on a simple iterative scheme for finding a locally minimal solution. This leads to a very low computational complexity and makes k-means a suitable candidate for trying on very large PV power datasets.
C. MODELLING OF UNCERTAIN LOAD
In order to model the load, the Normal distribution, which is a continuous probability distribution, was used. This is a function that provides the probability of observing any true boundaries falling between two real numbers, as the curve approaches zero on both sides. The probability density function of a normal distribution is given by:
where parameter µ represents the mean or expectation of the distribution and parameter σ is the standard deviation of x.
III. THE MODIFIED PROBABILISTIC POWER FLOW ANALYSIS METHOD
In Section II, a stochastic model of PV generations and load has been developed that can be used in modified PPF analysis. Thus, the modified PPF procedure was newly suggested in this section. If necessary, any other random variables in a power system can be considered. The detailed procedure is as follows, and the flow chart is given in Fig. 1 . 1) Input the measured irradiance data for ith day samples, the number of k clusters, and network topology data. 2) Transform hourly irradiance, temperature and humidity samples into power according to earlier works. 3) Generate hourly probability power data through k-means clustering and check the correctness of the number of clusters using the elbow criterion. 4) The kernel density estimation method is applied in order to make an hourly probability model, and the nth conservative data point was derived by chi-square test as shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 . The p n shows the nth conservative level during the grid planning stage, and p 0 and p ∞ denote the smallest and largest power values, respectively. However, when we consider that the late power of PV is the maximum power value (p ∞ ), further conservative network design should be applied even if the existence probability. From this point of view, a chi-square test to utilize the confidence level for every p n as n → ∞, which represents the conservative index of power system, is considered [28] . After describing the kernel density function, using the two points in the graph p 0 and p ∞ , a chi-square test is implemented in this study. Based on the two degrees of freedom, several points could be generated with the determined confidence level by the TSO (Transmission System Operator). Typically, α = 0.05 is selected for the null hypothesis on righttail p-value, so one data point is chosen as α = 0.05 for standard in the simulation studies. Based on the determined criterion by operator, more conservative power system design or less conservative design and analysis is utilizable with a reasonable confidence level. When we determine the composed point by chi-square test as p n , the characteristics of the composed data are summarized in Table 1 . Considering the most severe generation scenario, the maximum power value of p ∞ should be selected at each lth hour; however, the risk cost must be simultaneously considered during the network expansion stage. Thus, overall power flow review with various p n points is recommended, and it can be achieved by the developed PPF tool. 5) Generate hourly load data using a Normal distribution. 6) The power flow with hourly samples is solved by the Newton-Raphson method. The results provide bus voltage magnitude, voltage angle, line flows, and system loss. 7) Obtain the administrative code for graphic representation. The code is connected with the Python-based json files. The level of voltage variation in the specific network is expressed visually. The proposed algorithm has been modified in several parts. As shown in Fig.1, Step 1 is used to estimate the parameters VOLUME 7, 2019 that can capture the daily regularity of PV power. Simultaneously, the jth cluster with a peak power mean value was selected, and the number of clusters was verified by elbow criterion. During Step 2, the proposed data points derived by the chi-square test were applied for power flow calculation instead of a random day sampling procedure.
Step 3 calculates the probabilistic hourly power flow, and the mapping function was additionally provided through Step 4.
IV. CASE STUDIES
In order to clearly show the simplicity and efficiency of the proposed PPF method for the bulk power system planning, two case studies are implemented: IEEE-39 bus standard system and Korean power system. The case studies include the following two parts: 1) The IEEE-39 bus system is used to demonstrate the obtained results as compared with those obtained by not including the proposed data processing. Based on the results, the modified PPF analysis provides clear insight into practical grid planning, and nth conservative grid design can be achieved.
2) The graphic symbolic representation was presented in the Korean power system data, since the IEEE-39 standard system has no administrative code.
A. CONFIGURE THE HOURLY PROBABILITY MODEL OF PV GENERATIONS
The hourly measured data of PV power in a period of one month collected from Belgium, and the data can be accessed online [29] . The data was properly scaled to apply the IEEE-39 bus standard system. The measured power data can be acquired as shown in Fig. 3 , and one hundred data points were included in each hour; therefore, two hundred data points in total are represented in Fig. 3 . In order to capture the inherent daily regularity of PV power, the k-means clustering method was introduced, and the optimal number of clusters was determined based on the elbow criterion. In Fig.4 , the sum of intra-cluster variances is plotted versus the number of clusters. If the line chart looks like an arm, then the elbow on the arm is the best value of k. Thus, the goal of this method is to choose a small enough value of k that still has a low distortion, and k = 3 is appropriate for optimal cluster grouping.
The following data were reorganized into three groups as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The ''Cluster 1'' group, which has the largest power mean value, is used to make a probability model, and the inherent regularity of PV power can be kept by this approach.
The ''Cluster 1'' data is represented by a histogram shown in Fig. 6 . It can be observed that it shows several peaks, and the peaks and off-peaks have sharply different heights. In order to capture the regularity and randomness of power, the continuous probability density curves using the samples belonging to each severe cluster group are configured in Fig.7 .
Although probability models are sufficiently considered as the severe PV generation cases due to the clustering procedure, the data points are more detailed when divided in the way shown in Table 2 rather than through a random sampling procedure. The p ∞ denotes the most severe PV generations case; here, the most conservative grid planning is possible without considering risk cost. However, the existence probability of p ∞ is definitely low (α ∼ = 0), as shown in Fig.7 ; thus, the usage of p ∞ is not reasonable. At the same time, the p 2 (α = 0.05) which means the criteria for judging right and wrong of the null hypothesis on right-tail p-value is also not appropriate for the flexible grid planning. Therefore, the points which satisfy α > 0.d05 are recommended for TSO. The detailed simulation studies were performed so as to prove the correctness of the data.
B. IEEE 39 BUS-STANDARD TEST SYSTEM
The IEEE 39-bus standard test system is used to test the proposed PPF and observe the impacts of PV integration on power flow. The IEEE-39-bus standard system has 39 buses and 28 branches, and the load bus follows a normal distribution. The mean value is the original bus load value, and the standard deviation is 5% of the mean value. The PV systems including the proposed stochastic model are newly attached at 1,5,14,18,21,35, and 36 buses.
The following items are discussed in this section: a) The power flow results were compared with those of earlier works using the cluster mean value. A seven PV system generates the power based on the four different data points (cluster mean value, p 1 , p 2 , and p ∞ ). b) Reasonable significance level (= α) was derived from the proposed data points. c) For practical grid planning, two kinds of N-1 contingency events are discussed as well. The proposed PPF in IEEE-39 bus system was solved, and the bus voltage and line flows are represented in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. It can be seen from Fig.9 that the integration VOLUME 7, 2019 of PV systems has little influence on the mean values of bus voltage magnitudes. However, the power flow on each line significantly changes with PV power. By comparing the four cases in Fig.10 , it can be observed that the line flows based on proposed data values (p 1 , p 2 , and p ∞ ) differ from the cluster mean value, since the proposed model uses the severe jth cluster data. Because of the integration of power, the line flow at 17-27 has a possibility of line overload during 11∼12 o'clock based on the three data values.
At lines 17-27, using p 2 data shows a more unstable result than the p 1 ; therefore, more conservative grid planning is required. However, the standard deviations between p 1 and p 2 do not differ much, except for the certain line flows as shown in Fig. 11 (SD < 1) . Thus, the p 1 which satisfies α > 0.05 is suitable for practical grid planning. However, observing power flow according to the various significance level (= α) is recommended, as shown in Fig. 12 .
For the base case, the transmission line expansion is required to resolve the overload problem for lines 16-24 and 16-19 . Moreover, lines 17-27 have a possibility of overload issue based on the proposed method in which more detailed analysis is required. Following the results, grid operators can make a detailed network design plan for the integration of renewable energy. Further, two kinds of N-1 contingency events in IEEE-39 bus system are discussed in the next section.
C. N-1 CONTINGECNY CASE: LINE 1-2 OFF
Similarly, the probability density curve of 11∼12 o'clock under N-1 contingency was simulated. In this case, lines 1-2 becomes out-of-service. Due to the absence of lines 1-2, the power flow is concentrated on lines 2-3 so that the overload was observed at lines 2-3 and 3-18.
In conclusion, lines 2-3, 3-18, 16-19, and 16-24 have to be reinforced in preparation for the PV integration, since the four kinds of points show the same results, as can be seen in Fig. 13 . However, regarding lines 17-27, the result derived by the cluster mean value implies that there is no overload problem, even though a high penetration of renewable energy was introduced. However, by observing the results of the proposed method, it can be seen that an additional line is required to meet the grid code, since lines 17-27 have an overload problem of 100∼105%. Thus, the proposed PPF has a strength that grid operators can prepare measures preemptively based on the power flow results from various perspectives. Furthermore, the absolute values of line flow derived by p 1 , p 2 , and p ∞ do not differ much, unlike the cluster mean value. Therefore, the p 1 (α > 0.05) data show sufficiently reasonable results for TSO.
D. N-1 CONTINGECNY CASE: LINE 17-18 OFF
Further, another N-1 contingency in IEEE-39 bus system is applied in Fig. 14 . Given the absence of line 17-18, the power flow is concentrated at lines 17-27 and 16-17, which continuously impacts lines 16-24 and 15-16. Thus, the four kinds of lines have to be compensated for when a large number of PV generations is introduced. The notable result of this case study involves lines 17-27. During the long-term grid planning stage, the line flow higher than 150% should be specifically analyzed and simulated based on the reliability criterion in the Korean power system. However, it can be seen that the burden of power transmission through line 17-27 is relieved, particularly under cluster mean value (Under 150%). Calculating the PPF using cluster mean value, lines 17-27 will be omitted from the special review list, and this may impact the risk of equipment overloads in the near future.
E. KOREAN POWER SYSTEM FOR GRAPHICAL MAPPING FUNCTION
The power grid in a developed country contains a large amounts of renewable generation. But, it is really not possible to show all the line overloading or voltage result at a glance. Also, showing the grid code violation results with numbers is distracting and ineffective on a large scale of power grid. For a practical application, the developed PPF analysis tool provides a mapping function for intuitive grid planning. The tool shows the power flow results with various colors based on the user defined significance level α (which is defined in section 3). The input items for this function are network topology data, generation and load data, hourly individual renewable energy generation data, the number of cluster and significance level α. The Python code is connected with json files, which includes geographical location, and visualization for voltage level is provided in this section. As the administration code is required, the Korean power system is separately discussed in this section. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this function, the voltage level is represented with various colors, and pink represents a grid code violation area under α = 0.2. Observing Fig. 15 , the ''Seoul'' and ''Naju'' areas show a large amount of voltage violation, which is over 1.05pu. The results are reasonable considering that the Seoul area has the largest load center and the Naju area contains a large amounts of renewable generation. Based on the Fig.15 , the grid operator intuitively knows that active power flow has to be changed from west to east in order to resolve the bottlenecks of several lines. The author suspects that FACTS (Flexible AC transmission system) device can be used as an alternative. Accordingly, this images provide a clear insight according to the level of renewable energy penetration in a timely manner, and it can be used for future network expansion planning.
Additionally, this function will be used to determine an optimal siting of FACTS device using sensitivity analysis method. The FACTS modeled as an injected voltage source or equivalent impedance insertion will be used to compute directly the incremental bus voltages and line flows from the perturbation of the FACTS variables and the results will be validated by the proposed mapping function. This will be addressed in future works.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a modified PPF method using both the k-means clustering method and chi-square test concept for network incorporating PV generations. The hourly PV power can be kept and used in PPF analysis and the measured data was collected from Belgium, and the data are applied in both the IEEE-39 bus standard system and Korean power system. The following conclusions can be derived.
1) The regularity and randomness of PV power were captured by a certain cluster, and the data point satisfying α > 0.05 is suitable for practical grid planning. Note that power flow calculation with various nth data points is recommended in order to observe a changing line flow. 2) Using the cluster mean value combining random sampling process cannot reflect an hourly severe generation case. After integrating more PV power sources, the line flows display more unexpected results, which may impact the risk of equipment overloads. The proposed data points properly show a line flow variation, particularly with a severe integration of PV systems. so that the grid operator can prepare preemptive actions. 3) A mapping function will be used to determine the optimal location of the FACTS device in the southern region in preparation for the introduction of renewable energy. This will be addressed in future works with developed PPF tool. Performing conventional power flow computations for every possible or probable combination of uncertain factors is impractical; for a system with N buses and M different amounts of generation for each bus, M N deterministic load flow calculations will be required. The proposed method provides a simple and intuitive power flow results based on the hourly PV generations amount. TSO can also increase or decrease a significant level to simulate various renewable generation cases. It should be noted that accurately evaluating the probability distribution of line flow is essential and helpful for assessing equipment overload probabilities, therefore, the proposed PPF method can be useful for a practical grid planning stage. 
